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NCEP first assimilated radial winds during the 1996 summer Olympics in 
Atlanta, Georgia; however, it was not until 2006 that radial winds were 
assimilated operationally in the 12-km North American Mesoscale Forecast 
System (NAM).

Radial wind observations from scan angles greater than 5° have historically 
been ignored for assimilation in operations because data coverage reduces 
rapidly as the elevation angle increase.

NCEP’s radial wind observation operator did not account for vertical 
motion which necessitated the restriction of a maximum allowable 
elevation angle in order to exclude observations with high scan elevation 
angles from contaminating the analysis, as the contribution from vertical 
motions would potentially become nonnegligible at such angles.

Reducing the errors that arise from the disparity between observation and 
model resolution: super-observations (smoothing of the information 
content and underlying variance in the observation field)
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- Including vertical velocity
- Refinement of super-observation
reduce representation error



The NAMv4 runs hourly data assimilation cycles and was 
reconfigured to issue 36-h forecast four times per day at 0000, 
0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC over the 12-km parent and 3-km
CONUS domains and 18-h forecasts at each intermediate hour 
(e.g., 0100, 0200, 0300, 0400, and 0500 UTC etc.) over the 3-
km CONUS nest.
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Model and data assimilation configuration
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Extending the radial wind operator for vertical velocity

𝑉𝑟 𝜃, 𝛼 = 𝑢cos 𝜃 cos 𝛼
+ 𝑣sin 𝜃 cos 𝛼 + 𝒘𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜶)

1) The radial wind observation operator 2) Vertical velocity analysis control variable

3) Single observation tests

Nonhydrostatic Multiscale Model on the B-grid (NMMB; 
Janjić and Gall 2012), diagnoses vertical velocity via the 
nonhydrostatic continuity equation.

Reduces representativeness error
(Janjić et al. 2018)

𝜃: azimuth angle
𝛼: elevation angle
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Creating super-observations of radial wind data
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Between Austin and San Antonio Houston

Tornado reports from the Storm Prediction Center

(1200 UTC 30 Oct–1200 UTC 31 Oct 2015)



- Control

- w_incl

- w_so_elev5

- w_so_elev10

- so_elev10
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Fit-to-observations

Data counts
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Fit-to-observations

Root mean square
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FSS and FBIAS

𝐹𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆 =
ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠

ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
bias
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Control w_incl

so_elev10

Obs

w_so_elev10w_so_elev5



The RMS scores showed a neutral impact on the analysis for 
including vertical velocity in the observation operator.

The elev10 experiments showed slight improvements in the 
FSS at the 0.25 and 0.50 in. thresholds and in FBIAS at the 0.50 
and 1.00 in. thresholds.

The strongest sensitivity was to the super-observation 
parameters where those experiments mostly demonstrated 
some (slight) improvement relative to the control.

It is suggested that Convective-scale model forecasts are 
sensitive to the methods and settings for assimilating radial 
winds.
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Thanks


